Abstract

LPC55Sxx (with TrustZone) has secure GPIO module whose usage is closely related to normal GPIO, TrustZone, and secure AHB controller. This document briefly introduces these functions.
1 Background

LPC55Sxx (with TrustZone) has secure GPIO module whose usage is closely related to normal GPIO, TrustZone, and secure AHB controller. This document briefly introduces these functions. For more information, see the user manual.

1.1 TrustZone and secure AHB controller

1.1.1 TrustZone

TrustZone for Armv8-M are available to protect secure resources from malicious code. Such secure resources may include secure memory blocks (code/data), and secure peripherals. It is achieved by segmentation of address space into either Secure (S) or Non-secure (NS). TrustZone can filter address access from CPU0 based on specific security attribute (S, NS) assigned to that address space.

As shown in Figure 1, CM33 CPU in Secure state (CPU-S) can execute instructions from Secure memory (S-memory), but not allowed to execute instructions directly from Non-secure memory (NS-memory). However, CPU-S can access data in both S-memory and NS-memory. CPU-NS can execute instructions only from NS-memory, and not allowed to execute instructions from S-memory. CPU-NS can access data only in NS-memory, but not allowed to access data from S-memory.

![Figure 1. Secure state and Non-secure state view for TrustZone](image)

In summary:
- NS application code “trust” that secure code does not corrupt/modify NS code or data inadvertently or on purpose to create malfunction or hazard.
- S application code does not “trust” NS application code and disallows access from a CPU-NS.

1.1.2 Secure AHB controller

The LPC55Sxx (with TrustZone) implements second layer of protection with secure AHB controller to provide secure trusted execution at system-level.
With secure AHB controller, you can configure security access rules for each peripheral.

By default, CM33 CPU in Secure state (CPU-S) can access the peripherals in both S-state and NS-state. CM33 CPU in Non-secure state (CPU-NS) can only access the peripherals in NS-state, as shown in Figure 2.

1.2 Normal GPIO

Normal GPIO is the most common digital peripheral in a microcontroller. Normal GPIO of LPC MCU is very flexible and powerful. Like SPI, UART, and so on, a normal GPIO is also a digital peripheral in the MCU. Figure 3 shows a simple block diagram of the normal GPIO. The normal GPIO can read a pin state regardless of pin function configured. For example, if this pin is configured as UART, then the pin state can be read via normal GPIO read.
Due to the architecture of normal GPIO, all digital I/O pins states are readable through normal GPIO module from the GPIO read path, independent of which function is chosen for this pin as aforementioned. As a result, there is a possibility of leaking information from secure resource(S).

For example, when a UART is configured as a secure peripheral, it means that only the secure-world (such as, code) can access this UART, not the Non-secure world.

However, in this case, non-secure world can monitor the UART pin states through normal GPIO read path, as shown in Figure 3. Therefore, the non-secure world can get all the information of secure UART.

To solve this issue and safeguard incoming data on secure peripherals, secure GPIO Mask is implemented on LPC55Sxx (with TrustZone).

In addition, if secure-world need operate GPIO, it cannot use normal GPIO as normal GPIO is masked. In this case, a new module, named secure GPIO is introduced on LPC55Sxx (with TrustZone). Unlike normal GPIO, this secure GPIO functionality is available only if FUNC=10 in IOCON. It can be used to generate certain input pattern from external device for secure signaling.

For the same reason, secure-world needs secure pin interrupt/Pattern Match Engine (PINT), so another module named secure PINT is implemented.
Figure 4 shows a simple block diagram of the secure GPIO and secure GPIO mask.

![Secure GPIO and secure GPIO mask](image)

**Figure 4. Secure GPIO and secure GPIO mask**

### 2.1 Secure GPIO mask

Each GPIO has a secure GPIO MASK. As shown in Figure 4, we can think of the Secure GPIO Mask as one input of the AND gate. Its default value is 1. Through Secure GPIO Mask, we can control the on/off state of the normal GPIO read path.

### 2.2 Secure GPIO

As shown in Figure 4, secure GPIO has the same functions as normal GPIO. However, the access rules to this secure GPIO for different secure levels are configured through the secure AHB controller which can only be accessed in secure state.
2.3 Secure PINT

The main difference between secure PINT and PINT is that the secure PINT only supports up to two pins on Port 0. Similar as secure GPIO, the access rules to this module are configured through the secure AHB controller.

The secure pin interrupt generator and the secure pattern match engine are available on all LPC55Sxx (with TrustZone) devices. Similar as normal PINT, the secure pin interrupt generator, and the secure pattern match engine are mutually exclusive.

2.3.1 Secure pin interrupts

- For secure PINT block, up to two pins can be selected from all pins on port 0, as edge-sensitive or level-sensitive interrupt requests. Each request creates a separate interrupt in the NVIC.
- Edge-sensitive interrupt pins can interrupt on rising or falling edges or both.
- Level-sensitive interrupt pins can be HIGH-active or LOW-active.

2.3.2 Secure pattern match engine

- Up to two pins can be selected from all digital pins on port 0 to contribute to a boolean expression. The boolean expression consists of specified levels and/or transitions on various combinations of these pins.
- Each bit slice minterm (product term) comprising the specified boolean expression can generate its own, dedicated interrupt request.
- Any occurrence of a pattern match can be programmed to generate an RXEV notification to the CPU.
- Pattern match can be used with software, to create complex state machines based on pin inputs.

3 Usage

3.1 Use secure GPIO mask to protect secure digital peripherals which need I/O

SEC_GPIO_MASK register is used for controlling secure GPIO mask. Default register value is all 1, which means NS code can still read secure peripheral states by reading its pin states, as shown in left side of Figure 5.

To prevent this risk of secure information leakage, to mask the normal GPIO, set the corresponding bits in SEC_GPIO_MASK to 0, as shown in the right side of Figure 5.

Figure 5. Usage of SEC_GPIO_MASK
Figure 6 shows how to mask P0_5 pin by using secure GPIO MASK:

```
AHB_SECURE_CTRL->SEC_GPIO_MASK0 = AHB_SECURE_CTRL->SEC_GPIO_MASK0 &
    !AHB_SECURE_CTRL_SEC_GPIO_MASK0_P100_PINS_SEC_MASK(0x1U);
```

3.2 Set one I/O to secure GPIO

Following are the steps to configure an I/O pin to Secure pin:

- Configure the corresponding bit of SEC_GPIO_MASK to 0.
- Configure the secure GPIO module to Secure through secure AHB controller. It prevents non-secure world from accessing the secure GPIO.
- Configure the IOCON block to Secure through secure AHB controller. It prevents non-secure world from accessing the IOCON.
- Configure the corresponding pin function to secure GPIO (FUNC=10) through secure IOCON block.
- Enable secure GPIO clock.

Afterward, you can use it like a normal GPIO pin.

The following code snippets take P0_5 pin as an example.

- Configure the SEC_GPIO_MASK of P0_5 to 0:

```
AHB_SECURE_CTRL->SEC_GPIO_MASK0 = AHB_SECURE_CTRL->SEC_GPIO_MASK0 &
    !AHB_SECURE_CTRL_SEC_GPIO_MASK0_P100_PINS_SEC_MASK(0x1U);
```

- Make the secure GPIO IP Secure:

```
AHB_SECURE_CTRL->SEC_CTRL_AHB2[0].SEC_CTRL_AHB2_0_SLAVE_RULE = (uint32_t)(0x30);
```

- Make the IOCON block Secure:

```
AHB_SECURE_CTRL->SEC_CTRL_APB_BRIDGE[0].SEC_CTRL_APB_BRIDGE0_MEM_CTRL0 =
    !AHB_SECURE_CTRL_SEC_CTRL_APB_BRIDGE_SEC_CTRL_APB_BRIDGE0_MEM_CTRL0_IOCON_RULE(0x30);
```

- Configure P0_5 pin function to secure GPIO (FUNC=10):

```
const uint32_t port0_pins5_config = (/* Pin is configured as Secure GPIO */
    !IC0_GPIO_FUCN0 | /* No addition pin function */
    !IC0_GPIO_MODE_INACT | /* Input Function is not inverted */
    !IC0_GPIO_INV_D1 | /* Enables digital function */
    !IC0_GPIO_DIGITAL_EN | /* Standard mode, output slew rate control is enabled */
    !IC0_GPIO_SLEW_STANDARD | /* Open drain is disabled */
    !IC0_GPIO_OEPNDRAIN_D1);

/* PORT0_PIN30 (coorde: A2) is configured as FC0_TXC_SCL_MISO */
IC0_GPIO_PinMaxSet(0x0, 0x50, port0_pins5_config);
```

- Enable secure GPIO clock:

```
CLOCK_EnableClock(kCLOCK_Gpio_Sec);
```
3.3 Usage of secure PINT

From application perspective, the method of using secure PINT is same as of normal PINT. There is one thing that needs extra attention:

• To disable the non-secure world from accessing the secure PINT register, set the secure PINT to **Secure** through secure AHB controller.
• Then you can use it like normal PINT and use the same APIs as normal PINT.

The code snippets for above settings are as shown in **Figure 12**.

• Make the Secure PINT register **Secure**:

```
/* Set Secure PINT register as secure */
AHB_SECURE_CTRL->SEC_CTRL_APB_BRIDGE[0].SEC_CTRL_APB_BRIDGE0_MEM_CTRL0 =
AHB_SECURE_CTRL_SEC_CTRL_APB_BRIDGE_SEC_CTRL_APB_BRIDGE0_MEM_CTRL0_SEC_PINT_RULE(0x3U);
```

4 Example

This chapter uses LPC55S69 as an example, and the operation of other device is similar.

4.1 Environment

4.1.1 Hardware environment

• Board
  – LPCXpresso55S69
• Debugger
  – Integrated CMSIS-DAP debugger on the board
• Miscellaneous
  – One micro-USB cable
  – PC
• Board setup
  – Connect the micro-USB cable between PC and P6 link on the board for loading and running a demo.

4.1.2 Software environment

• Tool chain
  – IAR embedded workbench
• Software package
  – AN12326SW.zip

4.2 Steps and result

This example demonstrates how to use secure GPIO. The basic steps are as follows:

1. Configuration
   • Open the `secure_gpio_s` project located in the path, as shown in **Figure 13**.
Figure 13. Location of the demo project

There are two projects in the workspace.

Figure 14. Demo projects

- Configure `secure_gpio_s` and `secure_gpio_ns` projects, as shown in Figure 14.

Figure 15. Configuration of the projects

2. Compile and download

- Compile `secure_gpio_s` project first, then compile `secure_gpio_ns` project.
- Connect the micro-USB cable between PC and P6 link on the board while pressing and holding down ISP button.
- Download compiled executable file.
- Release ISP button after the download is successful.

3. Run

Reset the board to run by pressing the Reset (S4) button on the board.
4. Result

Two LEDs are used in this example. Blue LED indicates that normal GPIO reads the pin state, whereas green LED indicates that the secure GPIO reads the pin state. After reset, code is running in secure world, and it initializes the system including above two LEDs, and then it jumps to Non-secure world. In non-secure world, it reads $P_{0.5}$ pin (ISP button/S1 on EVK) via both normal GPIO and Secure GPIO and the pin state it reads is 1 since this pin is pulled up externally by default. $P_{0.5}$ is read as 0 when ISP button is pressed and hold down, If $P_{0.5}$ is 0, it turns on the blue LED and green LED as now both normal GPIO and secure GPIO reads 0 from this pin.

Press USER button (S3), it jumps to secure world, toggle secure GPIO mask, and then jump back to non-secure world. Press the WAKEUP button (S2), and it jumps to secure world. Make secure GPIO Secure, and it then jump back to non-secure world. At last, it tries to access the secure GPIO from non-secure world, because of secure access violation, it enters Hard Fault. Figure 16 depicts its control flow.

![Figure 16. Flow of Secure GPIO example](image)

5 Conclusion

The example shows that non-secure world can access a peripheral pin state regardless of the pin function and whether the peripheral function is secure or non-secure. It results in secure information leakage. To prevent, a secure GPIO must be used and configured and used in secure world. Whereas, the normal GPIO is used in non-secure world. Same rules apply to secure PINT and normal PINT.

6 Note About the Source Code in the Document

Example code shown in this document has the following copyright and BSD-3-Clause license:

Copyright 2023 NXP Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,
INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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